similar to those of the group algebra FP( IV) of W over the finite field F, of p elements. (Note: In this case, W is isomorphic to the symmetric group on p letters.) In particular, H,(W) and F,(W) are both of finite representation type, namely, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules. In general, a modular group algebra F,(G) of G is of finite representation type if and only if a p-Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic [ 141. For example, the symmetric group on n letters has a (non-trivial) cyclic p-Sylow subgroup if and only if n/2 <p 6 n, which is equivalent to the fact that p is the highest power of p that divides the group order n!. Recall that a condition on the semisimplicity of specialized Hecke algebras can be stated in terms of the Poincare polynomials while that of modular group algebras is related to the group order (Maschke's theorem). So, one might think that a condition that a specialized Hecke algebra is of finite representation type may also be obtained in terms of its Poincare polynomial. Here we raise the following question.
Question.
Let a be a non-zero complex number. Then is it true that the algebra H,(W) is of finite representation type if and only if a is a simple root of P,(q) = O?
In the case where ( W, S) is of type Al, the Poincare polynomial is (l+q)(l+q+q*)... (l +q+q2+ ... +q'). Thus a is a simple root of P,(q) = 0 if and only if it is a primitive rth root of unity for some r with (I + 1)/2 < r < I + 1. The above-mentioned case is precisely that of 1 =p -1 and r =p. So it gives evidence of an affirmative answer to the question. The purpose of the present paper is to show that the question is affirmatively answered if ( W, S) is of type A, or of rank two. (See Theorems 3.8, 4.4, and 5.3.) In proving these, we determine the Loewy structure of all the indecomposable modules in the case where ( W, S) is of type A, and a is a primitive (I + 1)th root of unity. (See Theorem 3.6.) For those computations we use the result [S, 9, IS] on irreducible representations of H,( W). Also, techniques used in this paper come from Auslander-Reiten theory. (See Sect. 1.) Notation is standard. For terminologies of representation theory, see [7, lo] . All the modules considered here are finitely generated right modules. Let A be a (finite dimensional) algebra over some field, and let {pi} be a complete set of inequivalent irreducible representations of A. For an A-module V, we denote its Loewy series by where pi,j is some pi. This means that its maximal semisimple factor module V/V, gives a representation pl,, 0 p r,* 0 . . . 0 p l,i,, and then, the maximal semisimple factor module Vi/V, of V, gives pZ,i 0 p2,2 @ ... 0 p2,i2, and so on. Notice that the above V, is so called the radical of V.
REPRESENTATION THEORY OF ALGEBRAS
First, we mention Auslander-Reiten theory. For detail, see, for example, [7, II, Sect. 78; 161 and the references therein. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over some field and let V be a non-projective indecomposable A-module. Then there is the unique (up to equivalence) AR-sequence (or almost split sequence) O-tGV+mV-+ v+o (exact), where 6 V and mV are certain A-modules whose isomorphism classes are uniquely determined by V. The module 6 V is indecomposable and if A is a symmetric algebra, then 6V is known to be isomorphic to Q*P', where Q* is the composite of two Heller operators [2] . Furthermore, d gives a bijection from the set of isomorphism classes of non-projective indecomposable A-modules into itself. The middle term mV is not indecomposable usually. Some AR-sequences can be obtained as follows. (See [3, Sect. 43.) Let P be a projective indecomposable A-module which is not irreducible (i.e., not simple). Let rad P be the radical of P (i.e., the unique maximal submodule of P), and let sot P be the socle of P (i.e., the largest semisimple submodule of P). Then 0 -rad P --& P 0 (rad P/sot P) -5 P/sot P -0, is an AR-sequence. Here f(u) = (0, -V), where G means the element u + sot P in P/sot P, and g(u, U) = U+ U. Moreover, it is known that the above is the only AR-sequence that involves the projective module P. Furthermore, if we have an AR-sequence
then we obtain another AR-sequence
where U is either zero or a projective module. In particular, if V is periodic, namely, Qn( V) iv V for some n, then so are all the indecomposable direct summands of mV. We now explain which element in Extf, (V, Q* V) corresponds to an AR-sequence. (See [7, II, Sect. 781 for detail.) Let V and U be A-modules. An A-homomorphismf: V-t Ii is said to be projective if there is a projective A-module P and A-homomorphisms g: V+ P and h: P--t U such that f= hg. The set Horn,,, (V, U) of all the projective homomorphisms from V to U is a subspace of Horn, (V, U). Moreover, if fis projective, then, for all u in End,(V) and u in End,(U), the composite z& is also projective. Thus Horn,., ( V, U) can be regarded as an End,(U)-End,( V)-bimodule.
Let Horn, (V, U) denote the factor space of Horn, (V, U) divided by Horn,,,, (V, U). Then h,( V, U) is an End, (U)-End, ( V)-bimodule. The following is easy from the definition. LEMMA 1.1. If V or U is projective, then Horn, ( V, U) = 0. Also, the algebra End, (V, V) is (non-zero) local if and only if we have V = V, @ P, where V, is non-prqjective indecomposable and P is zero or projective. Suppose that A is a symmetric algebra and V is a non-projective indecomposable A-module. Then a generator qf the socle of Exta (V, Q*( V)) gives an AR-sequence.
Let A be a symmetric algebra. The (stable) AR-quiver of A is a directed and doubly weighted graph whose vertices are parameterized by the isomorphism classes of non-projective indecomposable A-modules. Let V and U be non-projective indecomposable A-modules. If U appears in mV as a direct summand, then it must follow that V appears as a direct summand of the middle term of the AR-sequence O+U-+m(6-'tJ)+&'U+O.
If this is the case, then we write an arrow from "Ii" to "V" whose weight is (r', r), where r' (resp. r) is the multiplicity of V (resp. U) in m(CIU) (resp. mV). So, each AR-sequence can be regarded as a certain mesh of the AR-quiver, and conversely, the AR-quiver consists of meshes coming from AR-sequences. Notice also that if there is a periodic module V in the AR-quiver, then all the modules in the connected component containing I' are also periodic. Now choose a maximal tree in a connected component such that, for every V, -I', -V, in the tree, there holds Qk2 I', Z$ V,. Then such a maximal tree is uniquely determined up to isomorphisms of graphs and called the tree class of the component. If a maximal tree is isomorphic to some Dynkin diagram X (forgetting direction of the arrows), then we say that the tree class is of type X. Concerning the finiteness of isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules, the following is a quite deep and important result. Remark. The above theorem in particular says that, once we find a finite component of the AR-quiver, then we have already "obtained" all the (isomorphism classes of) non-projective indecomposable A-modules as its vertices.
The above can, of course, be used when we intend to conclude that some algebra is of finite representation type. For certain algebras, other conditions concerning the finiteness are known. Here we mention only one of them, which is due to P. Gabriel, et al. Let 1 = z, ei be a primitive orthogonal idempotent decomposition of 1. Assume that ejA G& ejA if i#j. Then, the separated graph of A is defined to be a weighted graph whose vertices are parameterized by eis and their copies ej's. Thus it has 2n vertices, where n is the number of idempotents in the decomposition. Let rad A denote the Jacobson radical of A. If the dimension of e,(rad A) e,/e,(rad A)* eJ-is equal to a non-zero a,,, then we write an edge between "e;' and "e;" with multiplicity a,,. THEOREM [7, I, Sect, 6, Ex. 163.) Let us regard is, as a representation of K@ H,,( IV). Then it can be written as a direct sum of irreducible representations of K@H,,.( IV). We define e,,,, as the multiplicity of p in P,. Notice that cj., j., = xP ej..,P d,,, ;.. These numbers are known to be well defined. Namely, they do not depend on the choice of lifts or H,,,( W)-lattices. Now the following holds. Of course, the above can be considered as an analogue of a well-known result on modular representation theory: For an ordinary irreducible character x of a finite group G, it gives a projective irreducible representation modulo p (for a prime p) if and only if ) G I/x( 1) is relatively prime to p. An irreducible representation p with P,(q)/d, 1 YH 1 # 0 is called defect zero (under q +-+ c(), and the irreducible representation p 1 ye a singly forms a block (i.e., an indecomposable two sided ideal) of H,(W). In particular, this block is semisimple and has the unique (up to equivalence) irreducible representation p 1 y H ?. The block is also called defect zero.
We now mention coset decompositions of W. See [4, 51 or [7] for detail. Let J be a subset of S. (J could be empty.) Then we have a Coxeter system (W,, J), where W, is the Coxeter group generated by J with the same relations as in W. From each coset of W, in W we can choose a representative t so that t is the shortest in WJt. Let Y denote the set of these shortest elements. Then, W = IJ ,t ,F W, t is the left coset decomposition of W, in W and any element w of W can be written as yt for some y in W, and t in Y such that I(w) = I(y) + l(t). Moreover, if I and J are subsets of S, then we have the double coset decomposition W= UrCY Wit W,, where t is the shortest element in W,t W, and every element w of W can be written as xty for some x in W,, t in Y, and y in W, such that I(w) = f(x) + l(t) + I(y). Thus, HP( W) decomposes into a direct sum of
. In this paper whenever we have a (double) coset decomposition it is understood that each representative is taken so that it is shortest in the coset. Now we have the following. For the proof see [7, II, (64 Proof: Use induction on l(t). If t = 1, then the result is clear. So, assume that I(t) 2 1. We can take s in S such that t = xs for some x in W such that i(t) = f(x) + 1. Then one can easily show that x is the shortest element in W,x, namely, that x lies in .Y. Suppose first that t = t'. Then we have
T,T, I=T,T,T,T,~I=(B-~)T,T.,T,~~+BT,~T, I
=(/I-1) T,T, I+/?T.,T,~I.
Since I(x) < I(t), the inductive hypothesis yields that r( T, TX-I) = jfl""'T, = fl'(')T,. Suppose then that t # t'. First notice that we can also see t's E . Notice also that t' fx since [(r's)= Qt') -1 while I(xs) = I(x)+ 1. Since t' # t implies that t's # x, we have t( T,, T,) = 0 by the inductive hypothesis. If /(t's) = l(P) + 1, then we have T,, T,-I = T,, TST.rm~ = T,,,YT,-,. Hence, again by the inductive hypothesis, we similarly have T( T,, T, ~I) = 0. Now the proof is completed. If J is empty, then z induces a non-degenerate associative symmetric bilinear form. Thus we have the following. (See also [7] , I, p. 1981.) COROLLARY 2.6. HB( W) is a symmetric algebra.
We now show that the extension H/H, is Frobenius. The first equations of the following precisely say it, and the second one is crucial when proving Frobenius reciprocity.
LEMMA 2.7. For any x in H, we have
Here 0 means the tensor product over H,.
ProofY Using Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, it is routine to check the first equations. Let us see the second. Using the first, we can write Lx=C,,.r r(T,xP-II '(")T -I) T,,. Then it follows that B-'(')T,~I @ T,x.
Thus the result follows.
Let V be an Hrmodule.
Then we can form the induced H-module V"= VO, H. Also, if U is an H-module, then restricting the action of H to H,, we can consider it as an HJ-module. In this situation, Frobenius reciprocity laws hold. (See also [8, Sect. Thus r'lc is the identity. Now let us show that rcr' is also the identity. Let g lie in Hom,,( U, V). Then Icr'( g) sends any element u of U to =~g(uB~""T,~,)r(T,)=Cg(up""T,~,s(T,)), , which is equal to g(u) by Lemma 2.7. Therefore ICI' is also identity, and this completes the proof.
Remark. Notice that the isomorphisms in the above theorem are actually those of modules over suitable endomorphism algebras. Moreover, if X is an Hrmodule and g : P'+ X and h : X + U are H,homomorphisms, then it easily follows that z(hg) = r(h)(g@ Id,). Here, z is roughly used for the isomorphisms in the Frobenius reciprocity between various spaces. An analogous equality holds for I', and even for z ~' and I' '. Now using -the above remark, the following is easily shown. PROPOSITION 2.9. The above 1 and I' preserve projective homomorphisms. In particular, we still have isomorphisms when we replace Horn by Hom in Theorem 2.8.
In the rest of this section, we list several easy lemmas which are used in the next section. The first one is an analogue of the Mackey decomposition theorem. Let I be another subset of S. Only in the first lemma (Lemma 2.10) do we use the notation in the paragraph following Lemma 2.3. Further, we denote H,( IV,), HB( W,), and HB( W,J by H,, H,, and H,, respectively, for convenience. 
Remark.
The above is also true when c1= /I = 0. LEMMA 2.12. Let V be an Hrmodule.
Then we have Q( V") @ P E (QVIH, where P is zero or a projective H-module.
Proof.
Clear from the definition since H is a free Hrmodule.
LEMMA 2.13. Let V and V' be HJmodules,
andf an H,homomorphism
.from V to V'. Then, ,f is projective if and only if f @ NI Id, is so.
Proof
It is clear that if f is projective then so is f OH, Id,. Suppose then that f oHJ Id, is projective. Then there are a projective H-module P and homomorphisms g: Vn -+ P and g': P -+ V'H such that f OH, Id, = g'g.
By Frobenius reciprocity, g and g' induce Hrhomomorphisms from V to P and from P to V', respectively. Now it is routine to check that their composite gives11 Thus f is projective, and this completes the proof. Let r be a primitive rth root of unity. Then using the notion of r-cores, we can describe how the irreducible representations are distributed into the blocks of H,(W), namely, an analogue of the Nakayama conjecture holds. For the proof see [9, (4.13) ]. Remark. Let a be as above. We further assume that I + 1 < 2r < 2(1+ 1). Let ,U be a partition of 1+ 1 and p the corresponding irreducible representation of H, (IV). Then there are only two possibilities: We can remove a single r-hook from p, or we cannot remove any r-hooks. In the former case, the number of remaining nodes is I+ 1 -r, while in the latter case, p lytrl is projective irreducible since r-core of p is p itself. Hence besides defect zero blocks, H,(W) has at most n blocks, where n is the number of partitionsofI+l-rifr</+l andn-1 ifr=l+l.
For the time being, we assume that a is a primitive ( 1+ 1 We now determine the Loewy structure of the projective covers of 1 in (ii) above. Denote the element of $+, having I-i + 1 nodes in the first row by Yj and the corresponding irreducible representation of HY( W) by p,. Note that Yi has i+ 1 rows and each row except the first one has only one node. Also, i runs from 0 to 1. Furthermore, EL, denotes the irreducible representation which corresponds to the hook in & having I -i + 1 nodes in the first row (1 < i < 1). Notice that, since H, ( W,) is semisimple, each I, can be regarded also as an irreducible representation of H,( W,). (See also (ii) of the above theorem.) LEMMA 3.3. xi and xi+, (i) For all i with 1 < i < I -1 the representation pilrlHz has as its irreducible constituents with multiplicity one.
(ii) ~~~~~~ and P,I~++~ are equivalent to 1, and x,, respectively. Proof (ii) is clear since these are IND and SGN. On the other hand, by the branching rule, the restriction of pi to HY( W,) is equivalent to the direct sum of Jbi and Ai+ r . Hence by Theorem 3.2, among irreducible representations of H,(W), the only possibility is the one in the statement. Therefore, the lemma is proved.
The Loewy structure of projective indecomposable modules are determined as follows. Let Pi be the projective cover of xi for all i with 1 d id I. THEOREM 3.4. We have the following: 7 1; X, P,=Xs, pi=;, ,I,+,, (26i<l-l),P,=Z, ,
Proof. Using Theorem 2.1, Lemma 3.3 yields that the multiplicities of irreducible constituents of P, are precisely those in the statement. Recall that the head of Pi is xi. On the other hand, by Corollary 2.6, H,(W) is a symmetric algebra, and thus the socle of Pi is also xi. Moreover, the remaining constituents must sit in the right places as in the statement. This proves the theorem. Also, (i, j)* means the symbol obtained by interchanging the first and the second rows of (i, j). Finally, we put (i) = xi. So we define l2 symbols. Note that these are just symbols for the present. However, if a certain symbol represents the Loewy series of some indecomposable H,( W)-module, then we consider it as the module. For example, (i) is a "module" for all i. Notice also that if they are actually "modules," then they must be distinct. It follows from the structure of projective indecomposable modules of H,(W) (Theorem 3.4) that (1, 2), (1, 2)*, (I-1, I ), (1-1,1)* and (i, is 2), (i, i + 2)* (1 d i < I-2) are modules. In fact, they represent rad Pi and P,/soc Pi (1 6 i < I). Also, the AR-sequences given so far can be written as follows (i runs from 2 to I-1 in the following): 0 + (1,2)* -9 P, @ (2) --t (1,2) -+ 0 We call the above "basic" AR-sequences. We now compute Q"((i)) by using the structure of projective covers of indecomposable modules. 
The case I= 2
/l/l/\ 
The case I = 4
In general, we can determine the structure of all the indecomposable modules as follows. (1), and (I-1, I)* lie at the "end" of the AR-quiver. Also the basic AR-sequences tell us that we cannot extend the above tree from some vertex in the middle keeping the required properties. Hence, the above must be maximal and the tree class is of type A,. Moreover, since Q* has period I for the modules in the above tree, r has at most I2 modules. Hence r is finite and, in view of Theorem 1.4, r has all the non-projective modules. So, r must have I2 modules (see Lemma 3.5) and the proof is now completed.
For the direct product of two H,( W)'s the following holds. Then it suffices to show that R is of infinite representation type. Let e, and e, be primitive idempotents of A corresponding to the irreducible representations 1, and I,, respectively. Then it follows from Theorem 3.4 that e, rad Ae,/e, (rad A)2 e2 # 0 and e,rad Ae,/e,(rad A)* e, # 0. Let eii be the image of e,@ ej in R under the natural epimorphism
(1 Q i,j< 2). Then, these four elements are nonequivalent primitive idempotents of R. Moreover, it is easy to see that e,,rad Re, # 0, e,,rad Reji # 0, e,,rad Re,, # 0, and eji rad Re,, # 0. (Here different letters represent different numbers.) For example, e,,Rad Re,-is the image of e,Ae,@eirad Ae, + e,rad Ae,QeiAe,. So, ei@x, where x is an element of e,rad Ae,\e,(rad A)' ei, gives a non-zero element. This observation yields that the separated diagram of R contains the following: Therefore, by Theorem 1.5, R must be of infinite representation type. This completes the proof. Now we can prove one of our main results. Let c( be a primitive rth root of unity and assume that (I + 1)/2 < r < I + 1. Also, let n be the number of partitionsofI+l-uifr<l+l andletn=l ifr=l+l.
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose that ( W, S) is of type A,. Let a be a primitive r th root of unity with (I+ 1)/2 < r 6 I+ 1. Then besides defect zero blocks H, ( W) has n blocks and each of those blocks contains (r -1)' nonisomorphic non-projective indecomposable modules and the tree class of its AR-quiver is A,+, . In particular, H,(W) is of finite representation type.
Before going to the proof, we fix notations as follows. First we choose disjoint subsets I and .I of S such that ( W,,Z) and ( W,, J) are of type A,--, and A,..,, respectively. Note that ( WIUJ, IuJ) is a subsystem of (W, S) of type A,-, x A,-,. Let W= U,t,F W, t W, be the double coset decomposition such that t is the shortest in W,tW,. For each t in 9, we have the coset decomposition W, = u, t ,/i, W,,s, where W,(= tt'W,tn Wt. (See the paragraph following Lemma 2.3.) Note that W, has nothing to do with this decomposition and the notations. We write H, H,, H,, and H,,J to mean H, ( W), H, ( W,), H, ( W,), and H, ( WlvJ), respectively. Since P,,(q) = (1 +q)...(l +q+ ... +q'mr) and since l-r+ 1 <r, H, is semisimple. Also, H, is of finite representation type by Theorem 3.6. Let { V,} and ( U,} be the complete sets of non-isomorphic non-projective indecomposable modules over H, and H,, respectively (1 < i < (r -1)2, 1 <j d n). (Recall that every U, is irreducible.) Put V,,, = V,@o U,, which is a module over H -H,@e H,. Then { Vi,,) form the complete set of non-isomorphic IiJ- indecomposable modules over H, + J. To prove the theorem, we need some lemmas. The first two are easy to show and we omit their proofs. On the other hand, it follows that be AR-sequences.
COROLLARY 3.13, The induced sequence ~74p:,,Qu,+~ Id, is equivalent to a direct sum of y;'.j with a split short exact sequence. In particular, mUi,j is isomorphic to a direct summand of (mVi,j)H. Moreover, every indecomposable module in the component of the AR-quiver containing UiSj can be written as UiC,j for some i'.
Proof. Recall that the sequence Pi,j corresponds to a generator of the socle of EndH,+J (Vi,,)*. It follows from Lemma 3.11 that ,4P;j@ZdH corresponds to a generator of the socle of m,( VE.)*. Therefore, it is equivalent to a direct sum of z,j with a split short exact sequence, which implies that mU, j is isomorphic to a direct summand of ( 
Take a root a of P,(q) = 0 and consider the specialization q H a. The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2 [ 191. Moreover, the tree class of the stable AR-quiver is of type AZ in cases (ii) and (iv) above and is of type A, in case (iii).
Proof: (i) For any non-zero element x in C, let M, = ( ;' ?r ). Then for any pair (x, y) (x, y~C\{0}), an algebra homomorphism P~,~: H_,(W) + M*(C) defined by p,,,(T,,) = M, and p,,(T,,) = MY gives an indecomposable representation. We now claim that pI.Y and pX.,y, are equivalent if and only if (x, y) = (x', y') in P'(C), the projective line. Suppose that a matrix M = (F f;) satisfies M,M = MM,.
and M,M = MM,.. Then, it follows that c = 0, ax' = dx, and uy' = dy. Thus, the claim clearly holds, and this proves (i).
(ii) and (iv). Suppose that CI = sk. Recall the explicit definition of the representations in Theorem 4.1. Let k' be k if k < n/2 and n -k if n/2 < k. Then the irreducible representations which are not projective irreducible when specializing by q H M are precisely 1,) A,, and nk,. Since ak,hk, 1 yen = ~~(2 + .sk' + aek') is equal to ~~(2 + sk + E--~), we have =(hk', -ak'hks+&2k+&k)= -(-bk.,
=(-Ekbk.+Ekbk.+bk., -Ek-l)
= -(-bk,,&k+l),
Thus nk, has an irreducible constituent jb2. Moreover, by looking at the values of the traces, it follows that nk. has 1, as its irreducible constituent. On the other hand, A, and A2 are irreducible when specializing by q I-+ tl. So, %, (i = 1, 2) are the only irreducible representations of H,(W) up to equivalence. Hence, by the Cartan-Brauer theorem, the projective cover P, of Izi (i= 1, 2) has irreducible constituents 2, with multiplicity two and the other irreducible representation with multiplicity one. Since H,(W) is a symmetric algebra (Corollary 2.6), the Loewy series of P,'s must be '"2 P, = I, and P,=i, '"1 AZ.
Thus, we have AR-sequences Therefore, the tree class is A, and non-projective indecomposable representations are given by j", , i,,, ii, and ::. Projective indecomposable representations are P,, P,, and those in Proposition 4.3. Thus (ii) and (iv) are proved.
(iii) Since the dimension of the non-simple summand of K,(W) is two, there is the unique irreducible representation i,, = &. Also, its projective cover has dimension two. Thus A, is the unique non-projective indecomposable representation. Projective indecomposable representations are those in Proposition 4.3 and the projective cover of i, This completes the proof.
HECKE ALGEBRAS WHICH ARE OF INFINITE REPRESENTATION TYPE
Let ( W, S) be a Coxeter system. Here we prove that in certain cases the specialized algebra H,(W) is of infinite representation type. First we remark the following. By the above lemma, in order to show that some H,( W) is of infinite representation type, it suffices to prove that there is some J such that H,( W,) is of infinite representation type. One of the devices is Proposition 3.7. 
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